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Former Spartan
players roar in
Arena Football
league

President Caret has
allowed instructors to
cancel classes for his
inauguration

See page 9...

See page 11...

See page 4...
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Death to be
investigated
as suicide
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San dose

l’he SJSU student who was
found dead on Sunday from an
apparent suicide has been identified as Jason Farrell from El
Dorado, Calif., said Richard Miller,
an investigator with the Santa
Clara County Coroner’s Office.
Miller said the cause of death of
the I9-year-old freshman was multiple trauma. Farrell was found at
the north end of Joe West Hall at
4:20 a.m. University Police officials
said they are treating the death as
a suicide. Farrell’s death is under
investigation by UPD.
Services for Miller, a Joe West
Hall resident, will be held at The
Neptune Society of Central
California, 798 S. Second St. in
San Jose. The date and time of the
service was not available.
For information call 287-8700.
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Management
style changes

I would like to see the campus ... grow to about
33,000 over the next five to eight years.
Robert L. Caret
SJSU president

Student identified as
19-year-old freshman
%par Lit n Daily Sul I Report
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Caret seeks to strengthen
communication among
administrators, staff

VI

Caret reveals
future plans
By Justin Carder
swim Daily Ste( Writer
Faced with declining enrollment and a changing economic
landscape, SJSU President Robert
L. Caret thinks it’s time for the
school to connect with the outside
world.
In his first press conference of
the semester, Caret said SJSU
must establish its identity in the
city, in other schools and on the
Internet.

"I would like to see the campus
dreams grow to
given my
about 33,000 over the next five to
eight years," Caret said.
The president said he established a team of administrative
planners to identify inefficiencies
in the admissions process. Four
new recruiters have also been
hired to visit campuses and college fairs to encourage more students to choose SJSU.

See Conference, page 10

By Ginger McDonald
Spanan Daily Staff Writer

PHOTO BY CARLOS GON7A1 F2 SPARTAN DAILY
President Robert L. Caret addresses a question during Tuesday’s press conference.

As SJSU enters month two of the fall 1995 semester, the issue of declining enrollment is still tops on
President Robert L. Caret’s priority list.
During a Tuesday press conference at Tower
Hall, he said enrollment is essential for the university financially as well as politically.
Despite the fact the university is not a profit-making enterprise, it needs the funds generated by a
stable enrollment in order to provide students with
the best quality and resources, he said.
Politically, declining enrollment is not the kind
of atmosphere we want for the university, it communicates the wrong message to the community,
he said.
"My immediate goal is to stabilize enrollment,
maintain the staff and faculty at its current size,
then go for small incremental growth, slowly
See

Management, page 11

Unlocidng
the fitness
mystery
Faculty, staff a minority at the
SJSU Event Center Sports Club
lions on physical fitness rooms is
the reduction in absenteeism
due to illness. And the physically
fit employee costs a company
less in health insurance.
"I suspect that the time you
devote to exercise is more than
paid hack by increased efficiency" he said. "Exercise gives you
more energy for whatever von
need to do.
Morrow saw some cause for
optimism in the results of a free
body fat analysis last month,
which netted 30 new members
among the staff and faculty
One staff member who bucks
the
numbers
is
Dick
Montgomery. He makes a point
of exercising with his workout
partner, Greg Payne, and finds
the equipment and price right.
although the facility. is sometimes rather crowded.

By Leslie Farmer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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For the last three years, John Morse, a SJSU refrigeration mechanic, has exercised in the weight room at the Event Center. He tries to
workout an hour a day, five days a week. He is one of the few staff and faculty who regularly use the facilities.

CFA to vote on new faculty contract
By Kristina Allen
Spartan Daily Siaff Writer

If members of the California
Faculty Association (CFA) from
the 22 California State University
campuses approve their new contract, it will take instnictors longer
to obtain tenure, but will allow
them more flexibility in classroom
structure.
The CFA and the CSU reached
a tentative agreement for a new
contract to he voted on by CFA
members at the end of September.
The CFA Board of Directors
approved the mitative agreement
mary of the changes
and sent as

to all CFA members in July.
Ratification voting by CFA members is to be conducted on each
campus front Sept. 28 to Oct. 4.
Ten articles of the old agreement have been ratified according
to a report published by the CFA.
The major areas of concern are
the proposed salary schedule and
the redefinition of the workload,
said electrical engineering professor jack Kurzweil who is a SJSU
CFA representative.
"There area lot of serious issues
in the contract and people are very
concerned," he said.

SPARTAN

See CFA, page 10

There is a mystery hovering
around the Event Center’s sports
facilities.
Why, when the rates are substantially lower than those at similar facilities and the location
couldn’t be beat for convenience, do fewer than 1 percent
of faculty and staff take advantage of it%
"I wonder if they actually
know we’re here," mused Andre
Morrow, the Event Center’s
director.
Morrow. who claimed that 50
(out of 5,000) staff and faculty
are members, suggested factors
ranging from intimidation by
hordes of students to the excuse,
"I don’t have time."
An unabashed physical fitness
enthusiast, Morrow noted the
reason corporations spend mil-

See Gym, page 9

Bomb threat causes Dudley Moorhead evacuation
Three calls made to
UPD, S.J. police and
president’s office
By Julie A. Galvan
Spartan Dolly Staff Wviter

Hundreds of students and faculty were evacuated from Dudley
Moorhead Hall Tuesday because of
a bomb threat, which turned out
to be a hoax,
SJSU spokeswoman Lori Stahl
said an unidentified caller phoned
University Police at 11:51 a.m. to

’Showgirls’ misses
When a much -hyped movie
about their profession opened
here last week, leggy showgirls
flocked to see how they were
portrayed. They didn’t like it.

Page 3

say a bomb would explode in the
building at 12:30 p.m.
John Empey, an SJSU emergency coordinator, said three calls
were made: one to UPD, one to
San Jose police and one to
President Robert L. Caret’s office,
Witnesses said campus police
arrived in front of Hugh Gillis Hall
at 11:55 p.m. and that classrooms
were evacuated about 12:07 p.m.
Students were allowed hau k in the
building at I p.m.
"Everybody treated it like a fire
drill," said Jack Pavey, whose TN.
and Society class Was continued on

Smoke-free workplace
Sampling of the air in
workplaces that allow smoking
found contrary to the tobacco
industry’s claims, secondhand
smoke is dangerous
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the grass by Tower Hall after the
evacuation. "Nobody panicked: we
all filed out of class rather quickly."
Campus officials said bomb
threats are usually nothing more
than pranks played by students
wishing to avoid exams.
"Usually it happens during finals
week," Stahl said.
Empey agreed. "It’s been a
while since the last scare, but you
can expect two or three calls like
this each semester," said Empey,
who recalled a pipe bomb that
went off at Seventh Streei a It ’W
years ago.

Paul Leigh, an economics prolessor, said, It happens a lot .. I
try not to mention it in DIV classes.
I don’t want to give someone ideas.
After all, Dudley Moorhead is a
government building."
Several students worried the sitnation wasn’t treated seriously
enough.
"One curiiism is that people are
so blase (about the whole thing)
especialh .sith Oklahoma Citv
(bombing) li.,11 in mind." said
Carol Hall, 55110 .5,15 in . lass nest
door in Hugh Gillis 11,11 s, lien i he
See

Bomb, page 10

Levis pulls ads

School sex lecture

An ad campaign that encouraged
looters to break bus stop shelters
to yank out pairs of Levis was
itself yanked Tuesday after
complaints from the mayor.

Two middle -school teachers
could lose their state credentials
for bringing in guest speakers
who lectured students in detail
on how to have homosexual sex.

Page 4
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Newsroom Voices

Mixed salad to go

Newsroom Voices

Dreaming of the prize patrol
It it t’i II plot perhaps the
bigge,«-onspiracy of all.
McMahon is in on it. So is
Dick & lark. In fact, they’re both
probabb ku king back in a mansion somew here, loosening their
tuxedo ties, clinking beer bottles
together and laughing at poor
fools who actually think that one
day the Publisher’s Clearing House
Prize Patrol might come knocking
on their door.
Poor fools like me.
Why else would my eyes light up
when I see an envelope in my mailbox with the words "WE ARE
TO
ANNOUNCE
PLEASED
JULIE (Al VAN IS THE GRAND
’PRIZE WINNER" and then, in
"if she
much smaller print
returns the winning ticket number
by Sept. SO"?
When that envelope comes in
the mail, with those official-looking photocopied signatures, those
shiny gold early bird bonus stickers
and those pictures of brand-new
Jeep Wranglers and snazzy red
Jaguars, something comes over
me.
I suddenly get an urge to order
maga/hies.
scan the sea of brightly colored
stamps row after row of magaand
zines I never knew existed
wonder why I never ordered Guns
& Ammo or Needlepoint News
before.
I tear out, lick and affix the
stamps in the appropriate boxes. I
carefully read the sweepstakes
material and weigh my options:
Would 1 rather have the red
Jaguar. or the green one? Would I
prefer my $10 million in yearly
payments of $500,000, or in
monthly payments instead?

And 1 always take special pains
to draw a detailed map straight to
my front door.
I know it’s a joke. I know if 1
were over 65 years old and had a
name like Nellye J. Hall, the latest
$65,000 sweepstakes winner, I
might actually see the Prize Patrol
cruising down Lexington Drive,
armed with cheerful balloons and
the famous oversize check.
But they’ll never admit it. They
make it sound as if the American
Dream could be yours, for only the
price of a magazine subscription
or two.
They’re lying.
They’re also lying when they say:
"No purchase necessary."
Right. I bet Nellye J. Hall had
multiple subscriptions of everything from Auto World to Zebra
Hunting at home. Just take a look
at the difference between the envelope you mail in to order, and the
envelope you mail in just to enter
the drawing. One is colorful and
reads "Priority Mail." One is
smaller, printed in black
and white and reads "If
you lose this one, don’t
lose any sleep over it."
"You could already be a
winner."
Ah, the power of suggestion. This isjust their
way of saying "Come
on. Buy a damn
magazine. You’re
going to be rich
anyway, right?"
say, give me
the money. I’m
young. I’d live
long enough to
spend it every
last dime. I’d be

They make it sound
as if the American
Dream could be
yours, for only the
price of a magazine
or two.
Publishers
Clearing
House’s
biggest customer, spending thousands of dollars on magazines over
the course of the rest of my life.
The odds are against me, but I
have every hope that one day, perhaps the next time my 1982 Toyota
breaks down, or the next time I
prepare to line up at the SJSU
bookstore, the Prize Patrol will
pass over that elderly person in
Indiana and hand me the check
instead.
Until then, I’ll practice
dabbing tears from my
eyes,
looking
joyful/shocked/grateful
and shouting "Oh my gosh!
I can’t believe it; why, I’ve
never won anything in my
life!"
Because I probably never will.
Julie A. Galvan is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Spartan football needs attitude adjustment
Back in the ’olden days’
quarterback Mike Perez was
penalized for roughing
the tackler!
respect for our team after they again kicked our collective butts. Their "so what" attitude about their win
was, to put it politely so as not to offend the sensibilities of Ralston, irksome (Is that too strong?) (gee
whiz, I hope not) Cal barely acknowledged our presence and it pissed me off.
SJSU should not surrender meekly to the slow
death of 1,000 nicks inflicted by such mediocre teams.
If we can’t field a competitive team, then our team
should go out kicking, biting and scratching. That
should be the attitude of Spartan football as we move
into the "big time" of the WAC.
I’ve always supported Spartan football. I’ve patiently waited while Ralston worked to fashion a competitive team. I could understand the losses then. But bigtime football is fast approaching and I’m not as
patient as I once was, nor do I look forward to the
WAC schedule based on our performance to date.
Perhaps we cannot get the best players in the world,
but we sure as hell can change our attitude.
Ralston should either lead, follow, or get out of the
way.
Richard C. Vidaurri
Administration ofJustice Alum
Class of 1986

Letter

When an alibi requires a justification
per NI
who, like John
,0111, p r ,lers to see and hear the
Elfish language used correctly, I
fee compelled to note Mr. Louis’
own transgressions in his article
"Forgive our grammatical sins" in
the Sept. 25, Daily (for which I do
forgive him).
The word "in" should be
replaced by "into" in his observation that if we don’t uphold the
laws "...we will find ourselves going
.

Iii and out of jail." and by "ott" lu
his promise that if you use English
correctly "you will get good grades
in your English assignments," and
I challenge one and all to parse
the sentence "Therefore, the myth
that because the rules of grammar
are inconsistent and vague and
that even the so-called linguists
and experts in the field disagree is
a dangerous precedent to follow."
Exactly whic h myth was that?

Attention,
Artists!

One of the rights I have claimed
for myself is to choose the
cultural connections that say
something important to me,
whether or not they are part of
my ethnic heritage.
one who had never know the lovely Mediterranean
Arab country referred to some scene of desolation or
anarchy as "like Beirut."
It has never occurred to me that my individuality is
diminished by having half a dozen national streams
and more cultural ones flowing into it. Perhaps so
much opposition during a time in my life when I was
forming my identity gave me a particularly strong,
resistant, even thorny one.
Since an early age, I have added to it from many
cultures, finding my heroes and models in many
nations as well as many ages.
I loved the story of the Japanese noble (was it
Yoshitsune?) who, outnumbered and pursued by his
clan enemies, found time to sit down under a tree,
write a poem that endures in Japaneseliterature, then
e reminded me, by his
return to flight and fight.
ability to compartmentalize experience, of Sir Andrew
Barton, who in an English ballad expressed himself:
lam hurt but I am not slain:
I’ll lay me down and bleed awhile
Then I’ll get up and fight again.
Searching out in Prague the memorial to the brief
and brave life of Jan Palach, I remembered
Housman’s lines on the young English soldiers
of WWI:
Life, to be sure,
is nothing much to lose;
But young men think it is,
and we were young.
Choosing, consciously, to be part of
many cultures makes me, in a sense, a
culture in myself. It has something to
do with growing up weird; something to do with the "viewing expe--’mce at a slight angle" that is part
f the heritage of people who
rite.
Leslie Farmer is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good
drawing skills, keep up with current
events and have a strong position on
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

mit your cartoons at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to be published.

She is an opimist.

Campus View
I am sick and tired of coach Ralston’s graciousness
in accepting defeat. If I hear him,just one more time,
make gracious noises after SJSU is soundly thrashed
by a mediocre team, like last week against Cal. I’ll
scream.
Where, oh, where is the "in your face" football attitude that SJSU fans knew and loved? Back in the
"olden days" quarterback Mike Perez was penalized
for roughing the tackler! Our teams weren’t pretty,
hut they came to play. Even in losing it was E-X-C-I-TI-N-G! The team that had the football last usually won.
That is the type of football that interests the WAC
competitive high-scoring excitement from teams
that can compete effectively with any team from any
conference!
That is the type of football SJSU was known for and
what fans were nurtured on and what we now expect.
Its what got us into the WAC. Let’s trade the "gosh
darn it. oh gee whiz" approach of coaching for the
old-time religion of smash-mouth, fire-in-the-gut, yo’
mama, attitude that kept us competitive for so tong.
We should gladly trade some penalties for some
fire; some offense! It seems to me that Ralston is consciously or unconsciously making SJSU football into a
caricature of himself; inoffensive and well-liked by
other coaches.
The "gentlemanly" approach to life is exemplary,
but THIS IS FOOTBALL DAMMIT!! It’s not so much
that we lose, it’s the apologetic tone and manner of
our coach during and after the loss.
After the loss to USC, an SJSU player proudly commented to the media that a USC player patted him on
the butt after the game.
Hey SISI player, we lost! It’s not difficult to be gracious whet , %,iti win. This attitude is an example of the
problem \A, ’ve perfected the "art" of losing well.
Whit rc.,11\ hurt this ,l111111 WaS Calk most re( C111 ilk-

Whitman wrote at some point, "I am
laige: I contain multitudes. Like many
I am, in myself, a "salad." My oldAmericans,
Wilt
t ountry ancestors are mostly English and German,
with smaller amounts of Russian, Scots and French.
This hash of recollections came to mind as I read
Blair Whitney’s reflections last Thursday on our cultural "salad bowl."
With this presumably white-bread background, I
have long been unused that by some ethnic trickery I
don’t look like anyone itt the last five or six generations of my family.
With light olive skin, dark hair and eyes, and a
slightly alien-ated air wherever I live, I can pass ft)t
almost anything that is mostly Caucasian. Soaking up
demotic Arabic and Mediterranean customs for several years, I was taken rather frequently for Palestinian
or Syrian by my fellow Americans; battling Prague’s
shameless cabbies this summer, I argued their fares
down in Italian on the theory that they might be less
inclined to practice cutthroat capitalism upon a "fellow European."
I did most of my growing up before it was considered really permissible for a middle-class child to be
an oddball. Growing up slightly strange, I was fascinated by strangers, finding out in my reading that customs changed so with countries that what was taboo
in the United States, might be obligatory in Italy or
Arabia, and vice versa.
living, later, in another society and traveling
through more of them, I found out that I could modify my clothes and habits without changing my essential self. ( And yet over years and travel that essential
self, if it has not changed color, has been subtly modified in tone from time to time by its surroundings,
whether foreign countries or Americans of different
cultures.)
One of the rights I have claimed for myself, is to
choose the cultural connections that say something
important to me, whether or not they are part of my
ethnic heritage. This can be a source of enrichment;
sometimes it can be source of anguish.
I lived ill Lehatuin for over five years in my late
« ,us and earls twenties; my neighborhood,
ai quaintances and many of my friends were
Lebanese Shi’ites and Maronite Christians, I ,
could not help btu feel some connection to the
country who,,e unleavened bread and olives,
apricots mid apples were my daily bread.
When I lel I. with plans to return in a very
few years, I i old not have dreamed of the
civil war who Ii began a few years later
and how it would devastate the easy
relations between the religious and
ethnic communities. For many years, I
hated to read the news; if an explosion
did not destroy a friend (mine were
spared) it would destroy the outdoor
terrace where I took my morning coffee or the market where I bought material for dresses. I recoiled when some-

I note also that none of us can
speak "the King’s English" for as
long as Elizabeth II remains the
monarch of Englat id, and an
"alibi" isn’t what’s needed in order
remorselessly to violate the established norms.
A justification is required.
Brian Peterson
Professor of Mathematics

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
or
Campus
the
Editor
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared ill the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 9243237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications, San Jose
One
University,
State
Washington Square, San Jose,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do riot
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications or SJSU.
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TODAY
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Prayer By Arlene Jue 7:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
11.111.( all 286-6427.
A.S. Program Board
lie
Halimets
(:oni CII,
I, Mon,
Student
12norni.
Amphitheatre. Call 924-6261.

Weekly Calendar
TODAY

Black Graduation Committee
Hot Link Sale 1 la.m.-2pan.
1113Q Pits. Call 279-3254.

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale, donations
also welcome. 10a.m.-2p.m.
Donations & Sales Unlit,
Walquist Library North Rm.
408 & (3ark lobby.
Call 9242705,

Bulwer-Lytton English Society
Weekly Meeting 1:.:30p.m.
Faculty Offices. Rm. 104. Call
773-8469.
Career Center
Hewlett-Packard Employer
Presentation 9:30a.m.-12noon
& lp.m.-4p.m. Student Union,
UrlatellhUM RM. Call 924-6038.

Black Student Union
Weekly meeting 6p.ns.
Business Classrooms, km 115.
Call 924-6229.
Campus Crusade For Christ
Weekly Meeting 8p.m. Student
Union, Ahnaden Rm. Call 9247910.

Luthern Student Fellowship
Eveninig Bible Study 7p.m.8p.rn. First Inuniumel
Lutheran Choi( h, 3rd St. Call
1,!24-8031.

Career Center
Interviewing for Success
2:30p.m. Student Union,
Ahnaden Rm. Call 924-41033.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass 12:05p.m. 195 E.. San
Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Okinawan Shorin RYU Karate
Club
Won knot 1 :30p.m.-3p.m.
Spartan Complex West, Rm.
202. Call 924-8977.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Discussion - Who Is Jesus?
7p.m. 195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.

Chicano Commencement ’96
( ;enteral meeting and all invited. 6:30p.m. Chicano Library
Resource Center,
Call 293-6029.

Pilipino Engineering &
Science Organization
Second Meeting. new members we], onie 2: top ni..
Student Union. P.u. lit, 0 Rm.
Call 270-5256.

College Democrats
Meeting 4p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 924-7910.
International Studies Office
Information Nleeting for
Spring 1996 semester in Bath,
England 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Dudley Morehead 11411, Ron.
347. Call 924-4449.

chi Pi Sigma

New Member Initiation 6p.m.
230 South 10th St. Call 9988433.

Re-Entry Advisory Program
Brown Bag Lunch: Financial
Aid, Grant & Schlorship
12noon-1:30p.m. Suidelit
Union, Pacheco Rm. Call 9245950.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Dransit Hour 12noon1pan.. From the Right 5p.,.6p.m., A Race for the Times
fip.m.-7 .m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.,
Bible Study 10p.m.-11p.m.
Call 955-4831.

Circle K International
Club meeting and new members welcome. 2p.m., Second
Floor in Student Union.
Call 866-8077.
College Republicans
Meeting, 4p.m.
Student
Union, Council Chambers.
Call (510) 786-3947.

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Shows
10a.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg. &
Industrad Studies Bldg. Call
924-4330.

Delta Gamma
Open Rush Party, Hawaiian
Lima. 5p.m-7:30p.m. Delta
Gamma I louse, 360 East Reed
St. Call 286-5067.

Gay,
Lesbian,
Bisexual
Alliance
More
Free
Giunes
and
3:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student
Union, Guadalupe R.n. Call
261-9880, (Ext. GALA)
Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Workshop. Open to
Student’s :laid
n
Last Week In loin. 7p.m.9:30p.m. Music Building, km
186. Call 292-6230.
KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., This arid That 5p.m.6p.m., Radio Aztlan Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.M. Call
95.5-4831.
The Listening Hour
Patricia Yokota, Clarinet and
Music of Saint Saens, Kibbie
Muczynski.
12:30p.m.1:15p.m. Music Bldg., Concert
Hall. Call 924-4631.
Luthern Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag lp.m.-2p.m.
Student Union, MOIllitIVO RM.
Call 924-8031.
Ohana ’0 Hawaii
General Meeting 5p.m.-6p.in.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 9248758.
Okinawan Shorin R’YU Karate
Club
Workout 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West ,
Rin.202 Call 924-8977.
School of Art & Design
Student Galleties .krt Shows
10a.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg. Call
924-4330.
Spartan Christian Fellowship
Student
Meeting 12110mi
Union, Almaden Rm. Call 3547347.

Entries will not he published unless a phone number and a specific time, date and place of event is given.
’Tat

t ve."

And available to students,

fa, 1,11N & slid! association, Deadline

is ripin two illst before publication. Forms available at DIM 209. Entries tilts

he edited

O, 11.1 Tat Iit’Sli ii Pill’..

Real showgirls
dislike hit movie
Las Vegas dancers say the film
doesn’t show it like it is
1AS VEGAS (AP) - %Viten a MINItAs $3.000 Wet I. slit- N.ild
in’ ir likeBesides, sholvgills
movie about their
in
profession opened here last week, ly to lime a bat kground iii fitirimal
half a dozen leggy showgirls dance training than slitpping,
hi
The
interviewed
flocked in to see how they were those
portrayed. They laughed hard - Associated Press said.
pretty
a
through
have
to
go
"You
bin criticized harder.
"I am totally appalled and extensive audition, you have to
embarrassed," said Melissa Griffins, choreograph some of your own
one of the city’s leading showgirls routines, you train in dances like
ballet, you can’t
who went to see the
just slither around
NC-17 -rated movie
a pole" as nude
"Showgirls."
strippers did in the
"I hope to God
movie, Griffus said.
people don’t take
Griffus, 24, began
the movie for the
ballet lessons at age
truth."
i and by 11 was
"Our life is quite
doing professional
different from what
theater
in
her
was portrayed," said
hometown
of
I.ucy Boling, a showSeattle. Boling, 31,
girl in the Folies
studied ballet in
Bergere stage show.
her hometown of
"They gave our proLondon.
fession a Hollywood
Chamberlin, 38. a
porn:nal to make
showgirl in Las
the in, Ale salable "
Vegas for nine
of
-ri,,
ha it’.
Boling
Lucy
Griffus’ and Boling ’s
years, trained in
Folios Bergere showgirl ballet as a young
lilt ism is Nonni
woman in New
Mal. me, a fictional
York, and later per(Liii NI the movie,
formed with the
WIllt II opened Friday
fiankftut
in theaters nationwide.
"We’re not grinding in front of
Malone, portrayed by actress
Elizabeth Berkley, hitchhikes to pet pies faces," Boling said.
Las Vegas, signs on as a stripper at "Naelre wearing costumes that
the Cheetah lounge, an actual make us feel very pretty so we
club, then wins it spot as a Las don’t feel we’re on the same level
Vegas showgit I titer lap dancing as a stripper."
Movie critics have not been any
nude on a hotel entertainment
more generous in their appraisal
director.
But real-life Las Vegas showgirls of "Showgirls."
The New York Times review by
say the depictions of Malone’s
career is so unrealistic it’s laugh- Janet Maslin called it "a bare.
butted bore" whose defecating
able.
"I’ve known a lot more girls who chimps brought "a rare moment
the production shows to of good taste.
The Associated Press’ Dolores
Snipping than the other way
around, because they can make a Barclay wrote: -Showgirls’ is a
lot more money stripping," said ripoff. It is not a good musical. It is
veteran showgirl Lora Chamberlin. riot a good drama. It is not good
Showgirls are paid around $600 a sex."
week while strippers can make as

id

Our life is quite
different from what
was portrayed.
They gave our
profession a
Hollywood portrayl
to make the movie
salable.

ff

Smoke-free workplaces greatly reduce health risk, study says
Contrary to tobacco
company claims,
workers are in danger
CHICAGO (Al’) - Researchers sampled the air in workplaces that allow smoking and found that contrary to the tobacco
industry’s claims, workers are exposed to
dangerous levels of secondlialid smoke.
es, cafeterias
Nicotine levels in the

A spokesman for the tobacco industry
said the study’s methods were faulty and its
conclusions contradict other research.
The findings appear in Wednesday’s
issue of The Journal of the American
Medical Associations. The study was conducted ins Massachusetts, when Hiumnond
worked at the Universiu iii Massachusetts
Medical School in Wtiii tsiet
The researcheis plat en I ’27, fiber disks
treated to rem I it, nit Hutu at each of 25
worksites. int hiding tin-.tations. myyspaper publishing fat dines. ii -stile di \ ing

and other woi k places were more than
it pie the amount i I ,nsidered hazardous
(is
1 S. regi datt its standards, the
reseal t hers Finn it I in what is believed to be
the largest stud% tin secondhand smoke in
the workplace.
"The tobacco industry says work exposures are trivial com pin ed to home exposures," said lead I eseal her S. Katharine
Hammond, :in asst’t tau. professor in public health :it the 1.
et si tx of California at
Berl:ch.\ "And this paper says that’s clearly not nut"

1,1..1.s mid various manufacturing plants.
The disks were left for a week in offices,
cafeterias isnd production areas.
Nic mine Im els ranged from 8.6 microgiams per coin, meter of air in open
stimking was allowed to 1.3
ollic es
....noising was restricted
micrograms ,S
and it nun
tsliere smoking was
balm, if in ittii-ottit . areas, the levels
were 2", [Ills rugi.utis. 0 7 micrograms and
Itel.
0.2 mit 14 ,g1.1111.,
\ pustlIe to an ,n en age of 2.3 microgi ants .4 nicotine ill obic meter of air

for eight hours a day over 40 years creates
a lung cancer risk of three in 10,000, the
researchers said, citing previous research.
Secondhand smoke is believed to have
an even greater affect on heart disease.
Studies have estimated that secondhand
smoke may cause 30,000 to 50,000 U.S.
nonsmokers to die each Year from heart
disease, compared with 3.000 similar
deaths from lung cancer, the researchers
said.

Chrysler bars newspaper from events
Angry over coverage,
corporation execs
exclude Detroit News
DETROIT (AP) - Chrysler
Corp. executives angered by
Detroit News coverage of the company’s battle with investor Kirk
Kerkorian barred the newspaper
from Chrysler events and said
Chrysler employees will not talk to
News reporters.
Chrysler spokesman Stevens J.
Harris declined to discuss the
action. "It’s between us and The
Detroit News," he said this morning.
The action was triggered by a

Earn a
FREE
trip!
Council Travel, the nation’s student travel
specialist, is looking for an outgoing and
highly motivated person to distribute our
Student Trawls magazine, promotional flyers
and other student discount inforinaticn cli
campus at San lose State Unlversity

from pagc NaW, stIO N1111.1.1% that
said I liiNsler I lawman Itithcit j.
Eaton tyin
that Illtplos II ii. 1111.1111s slir vitlil be a
rriajor tat in ill its battle with
Kerkorian
Kerkot tan. .1 1 is \’egas billionsits kaire and itic lii gisi t
holder, Limit lied .111 1111.011essful
bid for the anti walk, i tins spring
and now is pii.hing tot a higher
return to bits iii
1)(110111111e fold NI, II/ OW News’
COVerage
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=Travel

394 UNivcasrry AVE.
SUITE 200
PALO ALTO, CA 94301

GET
INSURED

Grad School

Come to one of our

freeBussienernsisnsacr:"

hoMoeidical

’Law School
School

ou
Is \\a\ toards
11,1112,, Is \\
ears student Ilealth and Accident histininee Plan. widen\ linen 11\
the Mtd-Wes1 National I. Ili: Insurance Company of lennessee. can help
YOU lle \ et 1.11,,\\ N hen an 111(111 \ ui

[his

1
and learn how to
overcome these hurdles:

week, and enjoy spreading the word
about student discounts, contact thick mete
&tad&

To arrange loran interview, please Contact
Colleen at 408-295-8886, Monday through
Friday, between 900-500. Ask about the
Campus Rep program

GET
SMART...

get the Inside Track
on admissions

If you’re not shy, have a few extra hours a

The person hired for this position will be a
representative of Council Travel in Palo Alto
Preference will be given to the indmdual
available for the academic war and who has
an active interest in marketing and working, studying, Or traveling overseas

Ille

1ille."

(.111 .ler
cover
and Ken it a atii
aggressively despite the ittillpatt\
dictum. lie said the Ncws stands
behind the Sunday sun . whit II Ile
said "fairly and elle( Mel% «nsintet toil
veyecl the substant
Chrysler document.
that
the
suggested
Giles
Chrysler’s at Mins ...iiiipls cisll
attention lou uii.tm migiAltai ii ii Isis a
company is trying to totitit
Tile Smiths siolS, lviii tell by
oil .1 t.111 tsltr
Stertz, was I
thittimnittit 111.1( sINN111.11 lied .1 Sept.
IT, prestilaintiti Its 1 al, ill it, lilt’
HMI llip uset
t "Evan\
ski ss posidocumeni outlined f
tion and expectations in 111,111v
aspects of its business, ituluding its
relatioit. ltlt It Kerkorian.

Entrance Exams
Applications

Interviews
Essays

keep

our hc,ilth eirc en,TSlS

this plan’s lou rates and Its deductibles ill help keep ou It trill
squirming at the high cost of health care lie smart - he piepaied Can \ ou
reall affold not io

Saturday, Sept. 30 at San Jose State
Space is limited!
Call today to reserve
your seat

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

’Al seAlchAI SKatioos Not All snows,. o/Noest alit k,c111,0n.

I )Cliilik’d 111101111T1l1011 11:12,11i1111t2 11115 pillIC can be obtained from the
Associated Students liusiness I )1lice. or b calling toll -free
,
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There’s a snake in
the grass
s

MOO Ms
II,

Fuchsia weighs in at
more than 55 pounds
and is a permanent
resident of the
Department of Natural
History in Duncan
Hall. Fuchsia used to
be available to student teachers, along
with other animals to
educate people about
such creatures
Tatia Renee makes

with 25 -year-old Fuchsia, a female red -tail boa constrictor outside of Duncan Hall on Monday

Levis pulls ads from bus stop shelters
Clorox

NEW YORK. \P) An ad campaign that ciii ouraged looters to
break bus stop shelters to yank out
pairs of Levis khakis was itself
\ :inked Tuesday after complaints
tioin the mayor.
Levi Strauss 8c Co. began putting
actual pairs of the $50 pants in bus
shelter ads in New York City and

"eAMMIS

San Francisco this week, with the
full expectation that people would
steal them.
In fact, the company was so sure
that the crowbar-and-brick crowd
would stoop to vandalism to get at
the pants, it designed the ads for
pre- and post-theft presentation,
and paid in advance for repairs.

FREE

The Clorox Company. a leader In
lit
sonsumer produa Is industry, is
coming to your sampus. And we bring
with us a world of possihiliries tor
people with exceptional talent and
ambition.

FOO 1BALL TICKETS
UTAH STA1 L
AT
SAN JOSE STA1

PRESENTATION
Finance & Accounting
L.ndurgrads and MBAs
Thursday, October 5th
12:30 - 2:0(1 p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Room

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 30 1:30 P.M.

Casual Attire
Refreshments will be served

Free Tickets available
week of each home
game at the Event Center
Box Office, Spartan
Book Store, and
AS Business Office

If viii ra unable to attend, ii
like rii hear:
,ou. Send your
lia
,on,

I.

OCLOROX

A,

t

orripany, Senior I
,alist. PI). hos. ’
s
l’AX: 1511»

2inplos-er aiinamitr:

III,

Please show your valid SJSU
student I.D. to receive your
free ticket

FOOTBALL
First 5,000 students free for each
home game
Tickets for Utah State vs.
San Jose State are available until
Thursday, September 28 until 300 p.m.
Free student tickets are not
available day of game
FOR MORE TICKET INFORMATION
408. 924. 1285

The khakis were placed between
the same hard plastic panels used
for conventional two-dimensional
advertisements, with ad copy that
reads, "Nice Pants." Once they disappear, an outline of the khakis
words,
with
the
remains
"Apparently they were very nice
pants."
New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani was not amused at the
thought of New Yorkers shopping
with crowbars on city streets. He
condemned the ads as "a terrible
mistake ... exactly the wrong message to be teaching to people."
By the end of the day, New
of
Department
York’s
’Transportation, which regulates
bus shelters, and Gannett Outdoor
Advertising, which sells the ad
space in both cities, decided to
pull the ads in New York.
"We both agreed these ads will
be pulled," said Transportation
Commissioner Lee Sander. "They
will all be down by tomorrow
night."
There were no plans "at the
moment" to pull the ads in San
Francisco, according to Lew
Lillian, spokesman for Gannett
Transit Shelters there.
The controversy surrounding
the ad campaign was just what
Levi’s wanted: free publicity.
"The thought did cross our
mind that some pairs might be
stolen," Brad Williams, senior marketing specialist with the San
Francisco-based company, said
Tuesday morning, before the ads
were pulled in New York. "But we
think that adds to the talk value of
the ads."
Later Tuesday, Williams did not
return a call seeking comment on
the city’s decision to remove the
ads.
Only two of 31 shelters with
Levi’s ads in San Francisco had
been vandalized by Tuesday after-

if
The thought did cross
our mind that some pairs
might be stolen.
Brad Williams
Senior marketing specialist

PP
noon, said Lillian, who noted that
popular movie posters are usually
stolen at a faster rate. Only one
pair was missing from the 40 bus
shelter ads in Manhattan, Sander
said.
"We factored the vandalism into
their contract." Doug Watts, a vice
president at Gannett, said earlier.
Gannett charged Levi’s an extra
fee, anticipating the replacement
of shattered plastic ($300 a sheet)
and twisted panel boxes ($2,000
apiece).
Police
York
New
The
Department had announced a
harder line: Anyone caught pantsnapping could be charged- with
vandalism and theft, said Officer
Sara Carpenter, a police spokeswoman.
The ads were to run through the
end of October, pants or no pants.
Levi’s even issued a warning to
would-be thieves: The sample
khakis are mostly waist sizes 32 or
34.
"Anybody bigger will be disappointed when they try them on,
Williams said.
It was the second major ad campaigit vat iked in the city in as many
iii,iiid,
ii:11..1.1Inder
11d
pressure from the
retailers, Calvin Klein
ogi aril in August to drop TV and
print ads sho,Ing young people
striking stlggci,%, poses.

Mother charged
with killing daughter
SOME ACHIEVE BY
LEAPS AND BOUNDS.

WE ACHIEVE BY
LEAPING BOUNDARIES.
I \RI I I

. I ,t/OD ENOUGH.

WI

i

555 GO BEYOND

IN
11111 I \Ph 11.
,sIBILITIEs. THAT’S MOSS ,\ i ii MANAGED TO
II Ap sit SCANS 1101 NIMILILS IN IHE DEVELOPMENt OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, AND CUSTOMIZED
IN 11 KM 151/4, IRKING PRODUCTS. VERY SOON, VIRTUALLY EVERY INDUSTRY WILL RELY UPON INTERNETWORKING.
111.0 5111’, MET WILL RELY UPON CISCO.

,ce us at our on campus Presentation, Wednesday, 0, (ober II.
also he interviewing on campus -I uesday, October
17 and Monday, November 6 for the following positions -

H) rictus representatives will

TEST ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

BUYER/PLANNERS
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO PERFORM AT THIS LEVEL? PEOPLE WHO ARE IRREFUTABLY THE BEST AT
wHATiii 1 no. TECHNOLOGISTS AND STRATEGISTS OF THE HIGHEST ORDER. AND WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
Sit

mi

lliiS

INT

COMES

TOGETHER

IN

ONE

COMPANY?

A

LOT

OF

MILESTONES.

A’Ills’.
WE FBI 1EVF IN IITING THE REST,
AS SOMETHING TO MO FORTHIN Si
CREATE IT

CISCO IS AN EXCITING, PROGRESSIVE COMPANY. WE sir A CHALLENGE
RpAss OUR PT oPI F Not oNIN I SF TM 1AFEYT TECHNOLOGYTHEY

WE BRING TOGF 1,11 P 1 XIII Cs FROM DIVERSE 1 If’f I XPLRIENTES AND OH 1K THE IDEAL

ENVIRONMENT FOR THEM Ii El 11\1 I lif IR 1A11515, PI

A

f ( I IHEIR SKILLS AND PROMOTE THEIR STRENGTHS.
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ii .1
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JOM ,

CA

AND Is

II unahle to arrange an interview with us, please lax your resume to
(800) 8 I 8-9202, Attn Human Resources. E-mail address collegeocisco corn No phone
calls, please FOE
For further information on job dcsmptions and quahlication.
preview our home page on lEe World Wide Web AI
hilp://www.cisco.com/puhlidemploymenrhtml

H till I EADING GLOBAI SUPPIIER OF ENTERPRISE NFTWoRKs, INCLUDING

RoL IT Rs. LAN F’. I’ \I \I 5\51111111. DIAL -UP ACCESS SERVERS AND NF
TIII sf PRODI t

(.hecl: with the Career Placement Lerner for a detailed listing of positions
mid other dates we will he on campus.
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PARADISE, Calif.
mother who tried to 1.11 herself
and her two daughteis III a car
crash may have suffix:in ,1 her twoyear-old daughter, police
Alissa Annette Gibson, 26, was
charged with an open count of
murder and attempted first
degree murder in Butte County
Municipal Court Tuesday.
According to Butte County
District Attorney Mike Ramsey,
Gibson intended to kill her children when she swerved to hit
another car and went off the road
Saturday, severely injuring her twoyear daughter, Jennifer.
Gibson was despondent over a
pending divorce, police said.
Gibson’s car plunged down an
embankment after an on-coming
car she was aiming for swerved out
of the way, police said. Gibson and
her second daughter, I -year-old
Kaydin Jo, suffered minor injuries.
But law officers suspect Gibson
may have suffocated 2-year-old
Jennifer after the crash. A coroner’s report will determine the
official cause of death.
Gibson’s brother was also in
court and asked that his sister
receive psychiatric help.

Cisco INTERNETWORK OPERATI1,,
ILIsPI.ROD LANs, WANs AND IBM NETWORKS. (.i’
TRADED UNDER PHI NASDAQ system CSCO.
1 I .RATED BY TOP

I55 MANAGEMIN I SOFTWARE.
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iver Dan’s Wet Pleasure.
- rts in diver training!
i/Snorkeling equipment sales.
uba Classes.
l’ental Equipment.
Travel & Repairs

(408)984-5819
1 -800-24-SCUBA

25 OFF

si(lur begirtrung scuba class ’

Diver Dan’s Wet Pleasure
2245 El Camino Real
Santa Clara
"Must purchase starter scuba gear

0 PURFA
ADRENAIINE!
BAY AREA
SKY DIVING
Back to School Special:
10% Off Tandem or Accelerated Freefall

CALL

TODAY!

(510)

//

modilin...111.110.11MaillIMEIMII01=1111

634-7575
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Presenting
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

LEARN TO FLY

Mon.October 9 and Tues. October 10

SQUADRON TWO FLYING CLUB

Join U5 on the Tower Lawn from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
for events highlighting health, safety and athletic related activities
’Challenge
Bungee Run
Competition
’Velcro Fly Wall
’Mountain Biking
*Artificial Rock Climbing
*Human Bowling
"Soccer Challenge
’Gladiator Joust
’Miniature Golf
-and More!!!

SAN JOSE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
$100 Per Year
No Monthly Dues
Since 1974
*Competitive Rates
Personalized Professional Instruction
22 Planes To Choose From
Introductory Flight $35
Private Through ATP
1101 Airport Blvd. San Jose, CA 95110 1408) 275-0300

Sponsored by the PEP (Prevention Education Program) Center, a Division of Student Affairs 924-5945

AUTUMN MANIA SALE

AT THESE PRICES
WOULDN’T YOU
RATHER RIDE A

CRUISE THROUGH SCHOOL

TREKusA

SANTA CLAR A

800
Mountain Track
$2291?
$279.99

8 30
Mountairer Track

TREK USA

MultiTrac

$23999

Includes 1 Year FREE Adjustment Service
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKDAYS Ii AM-7 PM, SAT. 10 AM-6 PM, SUN. 12 AM-5 PM
2236 EL CAMINO REAL, SANTA CLARA 408-249-6907

... on a new SCHWINN CRUISER
We Carry Cl Full
Line of SCHWINN,

SPECL4UZW.
51

.101101P

Cfe

bikes
Roof Racks

Bell/ Triumph Helmet

kisco

On
Sale
From

$199.99

U-Lock

CYCLERY
AND
SPORTS SHOP

WHITE
A
ReecCi

3020 ALUM ROCK AVE.

926-1600

K

CAPITOL
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don’t just sit there...

lee I Ioekt, Public. Sessions Ilrooinball
Skating SehoolGroup RatesBirtlula Parties
Featuring "111.1DES" glass enclosed licensed Sports Grill!
!twill/ex is located at -I-13SS Old H’arm Springs lionletwrd in Fremont.
For iiilbrmation, call 510-190-6621.

Try Skiing off this mountain.
To start your Winter Break, call
Uchida Travel for package
’
deals.
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5A-15 .580423071RD
EQUIP/ft-NT 571L
516112

kson St.,
Jose, CA
5:ao,._
M.
TAX_(408)25#3-1417
(408)293-3399
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S
LARGEST FITNESS EVENT
OF THE YEAR!

’A 4: *

October 21 & 22
San Jose Convention Ctr
Local Retail Exhibits
Ski Simulator
Rock Climbing Wall
In -Line Skating Try-out Area
Batting Ca
Golf S
Mo
Vol
Poo

These atom will he jeanovd during the month of
October at Mel Cottots!v. .4adatonal .vale iieMA
bt ill he featured onk at the {linter Eva.

Mel Cotton’s Sporting Goods . . .
Ski Roots starting at
Snowboard Tune-up Special

$79

. $8.99

BURTON/NITRO/LAMAR/K2/SIMS
Snowboards & Clothing 20% off Mel’s
regular price N%ith this ad.
aim Discount Coupons Available at Mel’s
SD-9/26
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PLANET GRANITE
INDOOR CLIMBING PLAYGROUND
Staying in shape should be more fun than
stomping on a stairmaster!!

Learn to Rock Climb
Reduced rates for student membership
Planet Granite is the World’s Largest
Indoor Rock Climbing Gym, which
contains 13,500 sq. ft. of climbing!!!
2901 MEAD AVENUE SANTA CI ARA
408-727-2777

New Season Begins In October

or-

PLANET
-111P
GRANITE

THIS AIN’T NO
SPECTATOR SPORT
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Youth League starts 10/7
First game is October 7
Adult league starts 10/8/95. Registration by 9/30/95
N.I.H.A. INSURANCE IS MANDATORY FOR ALL PLAYERS - 825.00/year!!!

Required Equipment (All Players):

Q-ZAR The hottest in high
tech interactive
entertainment
-will blow your
mind!!

The world’s favorite loser tag game
This coupon is good for
ONE FREE GAME
with every one purchased at
regular price

4-Zalt
Conveniently located at
7705 Bascom Ave & Eastridge Mall San Jose
998-8933
238-9262

HECC Approved Helmets, Mouth Guard, Knee/shin
Guards, & Elbow Pads,
Gloves, Cup, & Team Jerseys
(Mandatory for Youths: Full Face Shield or Cage)
Recommended for All
PICKUP GAMES: All Nights (CALL FOR HOURS)
$6.00 - Small Rink
$8.00 - Large Rink

Ice & RolIerhockey Equipment

Cooper - Bauer - Easton - Mega - Rollerblade Reidell - Koho
Jofa - Vaughn - Itech - Kyrpto - Hyper - Blackhole Suregrip
Superfeet custom footbeds
Special orders!
Custom boot stretching fitting & designs

CCM -

All league members are eligible for a 1096 discount on all hockey equipment
and selected skates at the store and rink.
New teams and individuals must be evaluated Prior to leaoue selection!

AM...,

Sl’A RTA N 13A I LY San Jose State University
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Spartans roaring with SaberCats
Former SJSU players:
leaders on and off the
arena football field
By Danielle L Costa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Sometimes the best kept secrets
are right under your nose. This
seems to be the case with two of
San Jose State’s former Spartan
football players. They now play
professional arena football for the
San Jose SaberCats.

lom Petithomme and Jerry
Reese are both best known for
their outstanding athletics on the
field and their good nature off the
field.
Both played football for the
Spartans in the ’90s and ever since
have been tearing up the turf
wherever they go.
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REESE
Tom Petithomme
Petithomme is a quiet guy.
Someone you’d want to invite to
your house for dinner. He doesn’t
say much about his achievements,
unless you really ask him. He is
highly respected by past and present teammates and coaches. And
he is considered an outstanding
athlete.
Petithommejoined the Spartans
after transferring from Modesto
Junior College in 1993. In high
school he was spotted early by
coaches as an athlete with potential. Dick Loyd, former head coach
at Modesto, said he has known
Petithomme for six or seven years.
"We watched him all through
high school, and were fortunate
enough to have him come over to
the JC," Loyd said. "He came to us
as a pretty established athlete out
of high school, he just continued
to get bigger and stronger."
Loyd said Petithomme was their
most valuable offensive player during his sophomore year. It was
then that NV.111% Caskins, the runu 11 for SIMI recruitning bar k
ed him for the Spartans.
"He’s always been a guy t hat is
upbeat and positive, a team kind of
player," Gaskins said. "Probably
down the road he may lane a
chance to play the NFL because he
is playing his natural position,
which is a full back. He is able to
show his skills to the SaberCats."
Petithomme has been described
by many of his coaches as a natural
athlete that has the potential to go
far.
"I thought two Sears ago he was
our best Minsk t tootball player,"
said Roger Th, if, SISU’s offensive
coordir ti ,t quarterbacks
coa, h. "lit.’s a natural football
I.ner because lie has natural striking abilmes."
Theder, who has also coached in
the NFL, said Petithomme has all
the qualities it takes to play in the
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PETITHOMME

L. In addition to his athletic
"I said for crying out loud what
ahilities, on the playing field, happed to you?" Laveroni said.
hairier said Petithomme is also "The first day of practice I didn’t
by his teammates.
,ected
v
think he did that well, but then he
"He’s got skilled athlete poten- got better and better." Petithomme
you
call
a
tial. But he is just what
began to excel when a fullback for
blue-collar hard-hat right-out-of- the SaberCats was injured and
Modesto type of guy," Theder said. Petithomme took his place.
"I think that’s the kind of guy you
"Pretty soon he was one of the
like to play with."
main players," Laveroni said.
After leaving SJSU, Petithomme "He’d run over people, leap over
went to the Canadian Football people, catch a ball, and block a
League camp with an expansion ball." Laveroni said Petithomme
team. Bill Laveroni, line coach for has had a good year and has made
the SaberCats, and the former some outstanding plays.
SISU offensive line coach, said
"There was a game where we
Petithomme’s tryout for the CFL played Charlotte. He took the ball
turned out to be a very sour expe- and leaped over one guy and then
rience.
ran down the field
He was ready to
where he literally
hang up his cleats
over
ran
right
his
finish
and
another
guy.
I
degt te at (;al State
never saw that in
Stanlatis. when his
him at San Jose
Henry
’attic!.
Laveroni
State,"
Peutliiiname,
said. "He was a
encouraged li
tight end at SJSU,
to go try out tot iii
but his potential is
SaberCats.
really different in
In
"I told him if
the back field."
couldn’t finish his
Petithomme has
at
semester
won the Iron Man
Roger Theder award four times
Stanislaus State not
to go for the team,
SJSU offensive coordinater/ this season. It goes
with
stick
quarterback coach to the most valubut
Henry
school,"
able player who
Petithomme said.
plays both defense
"When he went
and offense in a
down to talk to
particular game. The fourth one
them they were willing to work he was awarded was for outstandaround his schedule."
ing player for the entire season.
Loyd said Petithomme comes
from a good family where the work Jerry Reese
ethic is very strong. Loyd said
Petithomme is close to his father.
Jerry Reese is also considered an
"They have a great relationship outstanding player. His smile is
together,"
things
do
a
lot
of
they
infectious and his attitude is always
Loyd said. "Even at this age you upbeat. He was first exposed to
wouldn’t expect that."
football when his two older brothWhen Petithomme showed up ers played Pop Warner and his
at the SaberCats he hadn’t been father, Felix Reese, coached. Pearl
playing ball for a year. Laveroni Reese said her son was just too litsaid he wasn’t in great football tle to play. so he was made the
shape when he arrived for tryouts.
water boy ii ii I he got big enough.
"He just always wanted to play,"
Pearl Reem. said -Ile has always
I, oil to plo.- Both Pearl and Felix
ha, e been Vel supportive of their
te Soils ill academics and
sp.hltat.S
"Our kids are the most important things to us." Pearl Reese said.
"We taught Jerry. ’You give it all
you have, that’s all you can
expect.’"
He came to SJSU from Concord
High School as a freshman in 1991
and started as a defensive back and
receiver. In his sophomore year he
became a receiver. While finishing
his degree in public relations he is
working as an undergraduate assistant coach for the Spartans.
"Everything he does, he does
full speed. Everything he does, he
does with a smile on his face.
Everything he does he does with
one thing in mind to give you his
very best." -rheder said. "That’s the
thing that I will always remember
s an him."
Rtese is also known for being a
tiIi model off the playing field.
I las tug grown up in West
Pittsburgh, he knows the pressures
t I hit kicLs face.
"lie goes back to his old minor
high
and ailk% to tht kids
.,h.,iii sat\ mg m s, hi il and sta mg
,it, drugs." Pearl ReeSt. said
S111e11111CS he’ll bring a jerst
a signed loothall Ile likes to gi%e
ba,k to the continuum
Reese kiunys Inn, to laugh. have
fun and not I gat ih twit on himself. Lard l OM Said this is an important quality for a plak et
"He’s got a smile all the time on
his face. all the time. He is very
friendly and very easy to talk to.
Rarely is he downbeat," Laveroni
said. "Sometimes the team has
down times, practice can get long.
the season (.111 get long. And when
You have a gin 1,1111 persomilit%
like that. it pn ks 11111 up."
Win II he finished plavinF footthe
ball last year with SISL
SI’111 I ss. Xl1.1 FILL NMI()
SaberCats were interested in him.

Ai

Those two guys
are great kids and
great players ... that’s
why they are player
for the SaberCats.
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But he signed a contract with the
San Antonio Texans, a CFL team.
Shortly after, he was released and
returned home.
"We talked to Jerry prior to him
going to the CFI- We told him we
were very interested in him then,"
Laveroni said. "We heard he got
cut so right away we got a hold of
him."
Laveroni knew Reese’s potential
having worked with him at SJSU.
He knew that Reese could play
both offense and defense, something important for players in
arena football. Reese joined the
SaberCats after the season had
started. His first game he didn’t
play too much because he didn’t
know all the plays.
"The first time he got in the
game he started making plays.
That really was his bench mark,"
Laveroni said. "The other thing to
his advantage was he had played
defensive back at SJSU. In our
league if you can play two ways its
really a positive.
"He has all the qualities your
looking for: he’s young, he has
great speed ... and he’ll tackle."
Laveroni said arena football is so
different from American football
because of the shortness of the
playing field.
"In the arena football league a
wide receiver has to be a sprinter, a
short stride type of guy. A long
strider in the arena football league
can’t make it because it’s not that
long," Laveroni said. "You need a
guy with a lot of quickness and
change of pace, and Jerry had that
right away.
The SaberCats feel that because
of Reese’s hard work and athletic
abilities, he has the opportunity.to
be an outstanding player. Auel
apparently so do the fans. Reese
was voted. in Metro, "Best
SaberCat" by the people of San
Jose.
Both Petithomme and Reese are
overachievers. natural athletes and
respected by many in their profession.
"Those two guys are great kids
and great players ... that’s why they
are playing for the SaberCats. A
guy with the kind of 1%airk ethic
these two guys have, are guys that
end up making it (in the NFL),"
Theder said. "These two guys are
perfect examples of overachiesurs
that will pia% mnneriay."

Spartans
in pro football
SJSI tas produced iii.
toothall players who have t.4, .itt’ on
to either play or coach in professiorial football.
Here are the active Spartans
in pro football:
Chris Alexander
Linebacker for Albany
Firebirds (Arena)
Paul Franklin
Defensive back in the Arena
Football League
Jeff Garcia
Quarterback for Calgary.
Stampeders (CFL)
Mike Perez
Quaterbar k for Albans
Firebird% tAretia
Tom Petithomme
Fullbat k for Sall lost
SaberCatsatiena:
Jerry Reese
Receiver for San JoNe
SaberlIats (Arena)
Jay Taylor
Cornerback for kmsas City
Chielii (NFL)
Snurret SOU Sport, Information Office

Gym: Faculty and staff working in workout at SJSU Event Center
From page 1
here’s no excuse for people
not to exercise, especially as they
get older. The benefits are overwhelming, including less cholesterol, less breast cancer and an
increased energy level," he said.
Montgomery suspected that
sonic people in the faculty-staff
group might feel that they don’t

have enough 111W in feel unicornfortable with so many students.
Payne Was !lot Sure that the percentage’ of far ulty was as small its
Morrow had estimated. Payne
noted that if it were, however, it
would be in time with government
findings for the population as a
whole, He said the 1992 government report "I lealthy People
2000" revealed fewer than 25 per-

cent of Americans get I cola exercise.
Payne also suggested members
of the faculty, haying more disposable income than students, ought
he more inclined to work out .it
gym or fitness center cli.iset to
home. Another factor might he
time. He guessed that fat tilts iustcsI.
IV teach a substantial load of IS
units,

exerciser,
faculty
i
Betham s, hifflet, said, "The price
combine ,1 with the access is great.
For people who have an undergraduate class in the morning and
iii lass at night this is realh
II

Si Itifilet believed 3 siguilit ant
number of the faculty did in fact
work out regularly. She said people she knew rode bicycles, ran

and did "serious climbing."
Event Center supervisor Joshua
Augusto believed that not many
mall and faculty use the center, and
guessed they might not know just
how low the rates are.
lie said the Event Center is running a special promotion that will
last until Oct. 13 with a one-year
memberships for staff and faculty
at $125 instead of $150 and corn -

:maim memberships at $275
instead ot the iisiial $400.
The Sport I Mb has a weight
room, an aertilm ;mini, a minigvrn with a small basketball court
and 10 racquetball courts. It also
has tree weights, Cybex weight
mat hines. Stairmasters, Cybex
Lifer su It’’,. a treadmill ami two rowing nan
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Conference: President feels connection between campus and community is important
From page 1
,1..111% building for next fall."
Car et said
it Also ited other areas the
Fhe pi( s.
.. lt’iiiiiiril as %it:til to improvimiyersity
ing :he ,:r,
A link to the city
Cat et wants :Nisi to become a vital part
itt San lose.
-We have had some image problems."
lie said. "We’ve had the kinds of problems
that Ain urban institution has
the tact that the citv is turned around
and is coming back to life adds an urban
hem t to the its ... that’s all workinK to
our betiefit. We need to be part of that.
Caret hopes the rebirth of San Jose
hides SIM*.
only going to be as successful as
. ban itt i ihuh you live.

ca out’ 111.11 people
i ’led About then this are going to
be ex lied about the campus," he said. "It
works together."
Caret said the possibility of the IllinersiM establishing offices in the vacant Bank of
the West budding on Fled and Santa Clara
streets %%mild t mine(’ the school to the
(it’s’
it would give us another presence right
in the heart of downtown," he said. "A big
part of our role is to focus on this area primarily And help it educationally, economically And socially"
link is neces.sarv if
(:at et said such
.ire the metroSJM Isaias to tin 1% e
politan min ersin it Sat Ouse," he said.
We just need to
"We.’
develop t hat."
Patricia RAMOS, coordinator for the
citv’s Neighborhood Development Center,
is looking forward ni 51St ’s involvement.
eager to work with
"We ale willing

dint

11111111,TC
Rallios
%Aid.
the
"Neighbor 110..1 ,..,..,yernment is dwindling.
We lime to des clip ji,utilei ships."
FLtimis sAul it would be , .isier if the uni5 et sin yould deYelop a liaison position to
uotk will the (itv
But ( it wild(’ lather not add another
administiatoi
"I di ii ’I think anodic’ position is needed," fit said " 11 sou Are doing is creating
hurt-.iiit Ills,
"It Ow floject is worthwhile it will get it
nte."

Improved customer service
( ii ti said the uniietsiis lined inine
einplo,ees to answei plumes and pro( ess
I le
admission applications mot e
said all Meal of campus .111 It 1 sil,/111(1
impose. nit hiding a fastci
of futantial aid awards.
Caret hopes a no ire pet smial touch

helps.
"We’re doing a lot of follow-up," he said.
"If a student calls up and says, ’I want an
application’ and then we never get that
application, we will have somebody call
them tip and see why they didn’t send it."
This summer, 4,000 such calls were
mul 1,30(1 applicants indicated they
would fiiiish the process. Caret said.
( :met said the university is installing a
new pholie system to help callers avoid the
frustrations of yoke mail.

SJSU on-line
Caret emphasized the importance of
Allowing interested people around the
globe to learn about SJSU by establishing
the university on-line.
"We are also beefing up the Web page,"
he said. "We have a (World-Wide) Web
page which has lots of pieces on it. We’re
going to keep adding pieces."

CFA: Contract proposal could change salary schedule
From page 1
collective bargain1.11.
!
ing 1111:..1. 1.,1 the faculty of the
CSU campuses. The union is
responsible for contract negotiations and the handling of member
grievances for all campus professors. counselors, librarians, coaches. department chairs, lecturers
and All temporary mid tenured faculty’.
All CFA professors from the 22
campuses will vote on the passage
of the contract.
"Not all faculty have to be members," said Stephen Van Beek. associate professor of political science

sj,1
CEA member. Faculty
(An become members for one percent of their salary per year, he
said.
"All faculty members, whether
they are mernbers of the CFA or
not., will have to adhere to the
terms of the contract." Van Beek
said.
The proposed satin sdiedule
introduces a perfot man, d -based
component of the salary nu I case.
"1. p until a couple of sc.iIs ago
every faculty member was, more or
less, guaranteed 5 percent step
increases in each rank," Kurzweil
said.
Van Beek dis..2.1 its; he said in

foulsear’., he Was lib paid one
step nicrease.
"Previous step increases have
not been fulfilled due to budget
problems," Van Beek said. "(AVith
the ile%i; contract) there is a guarantee of step increases to be fulfilled if the CSU gets funded mid if
the gross income of the university
increases by at least 1.5 percent"
There are three ranks: assistant,
associate and full professor. A step
increase is im advancement on the
pay scale or pay raise.
’Each rank had four to five step
in, !Cast’s. 01(11 tilt instructor was
the next rank
And CNt ii t.uIt ii, lied the top of
Kutzweil said.
the pm s,
All

Now Lois pARTy 1
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111,1111,141r

t

rill
11,,t.

titIllt 41

11.1N t’ heel)
Ill -ill

(lii

pom pet hut 11,1111 e. the usual
result of poor pet h ir mance was no
tenure or no promotion of 1.111k.
The new schedule bases s11 p
increases out years of servke and
on performance. Plus, the step
im leases are 2.4 percent rather
1)1.111 5 percent. But there are more
steps.
"Y111tiger faculty members are
It’ll ii neerned because if eon
(bun g, I the joierfinin...i,l’ U’llS it
Likes twice as long to get to the top
of the pay scale, and there is the
possibility of games of fan writism,"
Kurzweil said.
Veteran faculty’ members see the
evaluations of their co-workers as
extra work.
"Majority (of CFA members) say
they are going to vote against it
the new contract) because of the
(leent decrease in step increas\*.isi Beek said. "The a percent
has liven cut in half and I think
half is better than none."
Half of the 7, ne((’lit, guaranteed by tlit 1 M .1,1111111 istration, is
designated In set sit c and the
alter 2.5 perceitt is to be used for
iyerformai ice step increases.
Then. is a possibility of eight
-dela in, teases for service in each
ink and performance step
increases are unlimited.
"We will have a hard time
recruiting and keeping faculty,"
Kurzweil said.

LEAVE YOUR

spokeswoman, Colleen
(
Bentley-Adler, said the Board of
Trustees helps ratify the original
contract to the proposal now on
the table.
"We think it’s fair since there is
not a lot 1.4 money for the step
in, [cases," Bentley-Adler said. "Ake
rc,,iIed a 4 percent increase from
the state alld 2.5 percent of that
inolie% IS going to salary increases."
The redefinition of the workload changes the framework of the
faculty Yvon:load to make it more
flexible in years to come.
"Up until now there has been a
rigid and well-defined workload,"
Kurzweil said. "(The workload) no
longer is keeping up with realities
is higher education progresses."
1 till time workload now entails
13 how
c to-1.1« time with
the stud,’ its. 1 hi, is usually broken
class and
down with 12
three hours in dep.,’ tinent and student work. Other time is devoted
to research ,uid class preparation.
"If a class requires a lot of
instructor research a lighter course
load wd,tild be implemented or the
size ol
lass may be able to be
split," Van Beek said. "Some members :tie si aced dint the administration will make them teach more
classes.
Campus ( :FA members are not
as immediate’s concerned with the
workload’ ISMIC its they are with the
salary schedule, Kurzweil said.
Kurzweil declared his opposition
to the proposed contract ratifications in a letter to the editor published in the CFA Professor, the
the
publication
of
official
California Faculty Association for
Fall 1995.
Professor of philosophy at CSU
Fresno, Warren Kessler sees the
contract in a different light.
"If it doesn’t pass we don’t go
back to the bargaining table,"
’ has the right to
Kesslet said. "(
imp. ,Nl. IIII11.11(1.111V. their last best
ottet s Ii hi( Ii was exactly what the
CrA
want in the first place."
Kesslet hopes that the members
of CFA will vote for the new contract.
lack (Kurzweil) has a lot of
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Collective Bargaining ID RO3
Instructional Faculty -Academic Year
Current Schedule
Rates
35,868
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39,360
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14
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16

52,044

17

54,516

18

57,156

19

59,916

20

62,784

insight, but I disagree with him,"
Kessler said, regarding Kurzweil’s
on the proposed contract.
I don’t understand how letting
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12
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the administration get 100 percent
of its worst proposal passed by taking this proposal off of the table
would be beneficial."

Bomb
From page 1
building was evacuated.
"If there was a major explosion,
I bet all these people would die,"
said Cordell Johnson, an administi ation of justice major who was
visiting the campus.
’They’re totally in the wrong for
!lot pushing people back farther,"
Johnson said.
Preston Quach, an industrial
technology major who stood on
the sidewalk about 20 feet away
horn the building, said, "I don’t
think it’s anything serious. That’s
why I’m standing this close. If it
was a real bomb, no, I wouldn’t be
lucre."

BY DANA SUMMERS
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Proposed Schedule
Rates
Steps
35,868
2
36,720
37,560
3
4
38,460
39,360
5
6
40,272
41,184
7
42,180
8
9
43,164
44,196
10
45,216
11
46,296
12
47,376
13
48,504
14
49,632
15
50,844
16
52,044
17
53,280
18
19
54,516
55,836
20
57,156
21
22
58,536
59,916
23
61,356
24
62,784
64,260
65,772
67,320
68,904
70,524

This chart illustrates the current step schedule compared to the proposed schedule. Each step indicates a raise in pay. For example, if an assistant professor
enters the university at step one with a salary of $55,868. the highest salary that
professor could achieve would be S42,180 with the eight sersice-step increases
allowed in each rank. The salary will stay at that rate unless the assistant professor
is promoted to associate professor or receives performance step increases. Under
the proposed schedule, a professor’s advance up the pay scale will be slowed.

A

4.

37,560

(.5

BY DAVE WHAMMOND
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sisu will turn to promotional materials
to help spread the word.
"We are also putting together what’s
called a view book," Caret said. "A nice colorful book to help sell the place."
He said SJSU will also be included on
College-View: a CD-ROM containing commercials for hundreds of colleges.
"I played with that myself the other day,"
Caret said, "and it’s a really wonderful
tool.
"It really gives you a nice sense of the
campus."

CALIFORNIA STA I E
UNIVERSITY
PROPOSED SALARY STRUCTURE

‘

OFF THE MARK BY MARK PARISI

Markedng

I ft E

$1 DRINKS
8 Till 10

The president announced a new electronic-mail address for his office. People
with questions or comments for the presito
write
dent
can
sjsupres@sjsuvm I .sjsti.edit.

BY JACK OHMAN

Campus police on the scene
would not comment on how far
away people should be, except to
say "How do you suggest we make
people move back? Do you know
how long it takes just to evacuate a
building?"
Stahl said UPD officials called
off the warning because they
determined there was "no longer a
threat"
UPD did not return phone calls
Tuesday afternoon, and officers
were not available to describe official procedure for dealing with
bomb threats.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer Leslie
Fannir cantnieuted to this report.
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Instructors may cancel classes for inauguration
By Julie A. Galvan
l’i t’sttlet
K. ’her( I... Caret
lllll tint ed insti Ii. tors may cancel
classes mid
altetnative assignments so si tidtI is and faculty may
attend his ii ’augur:Mon.
The et enmity, inducting Caret

future," said Linda L Bain, pr.A
and chief academic officer to the
president, in a memo to faculty.
Sociology professor Mike Otten
agreed.
"My first reaction is: why do that,
why cancel class - just because
he s the president?" he said. "I’m
surprised at my answer, hut yes. I

as the 23rd president of San lose
State University, will take place 10
a.m. Oct. 6 in the SJSU Event
Center.
"The investiture of a president is
a noteworthy event in the life of a
campus and provides an opportunity to celebrate the institution’s
history and to look forward to its

probably would. I think you tired
ceremonies in an edit( atim tat environment. Caret says he wants to
change things. The wily to do that
is to first get people committed
and loyal, and brit ig them together."
nrie people doubted many students would attend.

it my instructor canceled class,
souldn’t go to that Cererliony,"
saidC heryl P.M1124, an occupational therapy major. "I’d probably sit
right here under this tree and
read."
Other students, who did not
wish to be identified, said they
would use the extra time to sleep

in or study.
Although the deadline for renting robes has passed, Bain said faculty who own academic regalia and
want to pant( pate in the prim essional an do so by calling 9241472 by

Management: Deans must manage budgets more creatively, Caret says
From page 1
increasing fat idly and staff to feed that
growth," he sait
Caret intend, to achieve these goals by
staying on top it things.
"To the extent I think that in a complex
bureaucracy tenacity is something to be
embraced because you can lose 50 to 80
percent of what you are doing simply
because there are so many things going
on," he said.
Tracking priorities, along with trusting
his staff with accountability, is the way to
ensure success is achieved, he said.

Linda L. Bain, SJSU provost, later said
deans are responsible for their own budgets. Biweekly meetings give them an
opportunity to exchange ideas and discuss
how well their overall objectives are being
met.
"The accumulative effect of reduction
of dollars has resulted in less flexibility in
how we can deliver and service the students," she said.
Caret said deans will continue to be in
charge of their own budgets because they
are the most creative when it comes to
managing them.

During a meeting earlier this month,
Terry Miller, associate dean of the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts slid, "We
took our cut right off the top b, eliminating two direct administrative reports and
one full-time staff person." Adding that
their operation is now very lean.
"You get the money down to where it is
being used, and you can be assured that
the deans and the chairs are going to be
stretching it in as many creative was a,
possible," he said.
It is an interactive process; cross-communications between the provost, deans

id
The accumulative effect of reduction of dollars has resulted in
less flexibility in how we deliver and service the students.
Linda Bain
SJSU provost

and chairs make it all manageable.
Over the next four years. Caret’s vision
is to see SJSU at an enrollment of 27,000

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no &dm for products or
services adverdsed below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified colurren of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved a
verified by the newspaper.

FOR RENT
2813RM APART511DIT -5750/MO.

Security type buiding

Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Budding
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

600 HOW -TO-BOOKS, REPORTS
& Guides, you can reprint & sell.
Complete text of all 600 on
Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
1-800241-9229 Visa/MC/AmExp.

EMPLOYMENT
INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF,
i . experience required.
Contact Susan Lawless,
Personnel 408-9985774.
RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
shanng opportunity voth a fast-paced
Quick Printer. Hours 8:00arn-1:00irn
and 12:00pm-5:00pm. Will train on
Isotec phone system. Must have
pleasant, helpful telephone manner.
Far resume to 2770131 a cal Carolyn
2770700.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable HS. grad. Clean CM. Walt when you
available. Ample parking. Quiet want with our cars. Cat 971-7557.
with good neighbors. Walk or ride 999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
bike to school. Responsive
RECEPTIONIST
management. We take advance
Part time afternoons (Mon.-Fn.)
deposits. 5745-5795/month.
Contact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
Call 288-9157.
C & k Technology, Santa Clara
408-982-1151.
UNFURNISHED OFFICE space.
room
possibility
Sleeping
can be
TEACHERS
discussed. Information: 297-2697.
Campbell before & after school
CLASSIC 1 BDRM APARTMENT program has AM & PM positions
with balcony. For dean, quiet, sober available. We are looking for a
& financially responsible single team player with 12 ECE units,
adult. $595/mo. 553-B So. 6th experience with school-age children
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492-8828. and knowledge of NAEYC Accred.
Excellent salary & benefits. Call
Laura 408-370-2143. EOE.
SUMMER WIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
TECHNICIAN
APARTMENT HOMES NINE AREA!
Part Time
1,000 to 1,400 sq. ft.
Contact: Dr. Iris Bloomer
W/D hook ups
n & Ii Technology. Santa Clara
Huge Clubhouse
408-982-0840.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
$8./hr. DEU SANDWICH MAKERS
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts Tues.-Weds.-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
The Sourdough, 848N. First St. S.J.
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month!
WEEKEND SALES NEEDED!!
408-279-2300
Fast growing computer company
looking for aggressive sales x 3.
SHARED HOUSING Tel: 408-9343808 M-F: 9:30-5:30.
ROOM AND BOARD n beautiful ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Non
sorority house. Great atmosphere. rroft wornen’s health orgn. 3D fys/vAt
$9.50510.50. Resoure Cater desite
Close to SJSU Cali 2O2 7715
to work on arca for culttrally dNerse
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE NICE & ctrnm. statevide. CtAies Wade may
quiet 2 bdrm./2 bath apt Spa & wigs. taking minutes, formatting etc.
Proficient WordPerfect 5.1, PC/MAC
pool. Near SJSU. Cad 972-5797.
!iterate. Xht. cornmurticatkin & %five
B ascom/280/Moorpark, Bdr. skills. Send resumes to EPA 1W,
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S. Campbell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell, CA
All amenities. Own phone. 95008. FAX 408.3747385. BE
$535+ PGE. 297-8761.

Mrs PROGRAMMER $29K-$32K

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/Driver BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,

55$ DEUVERY DRIVERS SSS
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent part-time job.
Earn $910 $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require MOOT + ypod DMV+ ha.

San Jose orCupertino area. Cali
TAKEOUT TAXI 369-9400 after 5rrn.
II EARN !EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and
School Age Program. Energetic
individuals encouraged to apply.

Teacher position - ECE units
required. All majors accepted.
Call Gardner Children’s Center,
998-1343.

WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING
with children while earning up to
$20.00/hour? If so Temple Beth
Sholom is looking for you! We
have an immediate opening for a
Religious School teacher. Please
call 578-0693 or fax resume to
374-7928.
MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic
maintenance functions, painting,
plumbing. carpentry, etc. Apply at
3rd level S.U. Director’s Office.
For more info: 924-6310.

88 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk. part-time, env pin shifts. Serving
Must have own car & insurance. Downtown San.bse Apply n person.
DMV print out required. Call 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
259-2781 for interview.
FAST FUNDRAISER
SUBSITTUTIES-RJOLJBLE HOURS. Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
Small World Schools is hiring groups. ate. motivated individuals.
substitute teachers for Our 14 Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
preschool & school-age daycare 1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
programs. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec.
Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp. CHINESEILJAPANE.SE egg donors
preferred. This is a great position Childless Chinese and Japanese
for students. We can work around couples need help of caring
your school schedule even if Chinese & Japanese women to
you are only available 1 or 2 start family. $2,500. + costs paid
afternoons. Call 379-3200 ext. 21. upon retrieval at an In Vitro
Fertilization clinic. if you’re Chinese
PEET’S
or Japanese. 21-29. healthy, non
smoker, average height, average
COFFEE 8, TEA
weight, in college or career, and
part-tIme retail sales
We are currently interviewing for preferably have been pregnant
part-time retail sales positions for before, call Jackie Gorton,
our new store in Camden Park attorney. 415-485-1969 to apply.
(San Jose). To apply, visit our
$7.00 TO 48.00 PER HOUR
store at 798-1 Blossom Hill Road
with scheduled increases.
in Los Gatos. Starting rate is
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
$6.50 an hour with medical.
Full-time or Part-time
dental, 401(k), discounts. bonus,
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
vacation and sick time, and
FULL TRAINING
promotional opportunities. We
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
encourage applications from
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
people of all races and ethnic
Medical/Dental Insurance
backgrounds.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Vanguard Security Services
for egg donation. Desperate
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help? Neer 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
Ages 21-30, healthy and
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
responsible. Generous stipend
mailing our circulars. For info
and expenses paid. Please call
call 1-301-3061207.
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE
Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user
in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. &
Sun. lOpm-7am, or wkdays 7am7pm. Some free study time. ADMIN. ASST. port-tIms Rex Iv&
Downtown firm seeks sharp &
$10/hr. 415568-1225.
friendly individual with excellent
BOOKKEEPER/CLERK Non-profit verbal communication and typing
women’s health agency. 30 speed (45wpm). Must be detail
hrs/wk. LOTUS 123. WordPerfect oriented. Computer experience
5.1 skills. 51500.-51670. month. helpful. Will train. $9.00- $1.2.00 to
Exc. benefits. Mail or FAX resume start. Fax resume to 4059930759.
to E.P.A. 1W. Campbell Ave. Bldg Attn: John.
D #40. Campbell. CA 95008. Attn:
Personnel. FM 408.374-7385. WE BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up Students needed in the immediate
to $2.000+/month. World travel. area Full-time/part-time openings.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No Call today 1-415-968-9933.
exp necessary. For info. call International Bartenders School.
1-206634-0468 ext. C60411.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
DELTA GAMMA DISHWASHER FT/PT positions w/infants, todMon. 5pm-10 pm. 56.50/hr plus dlers, preschool and school age.

meals Call 292-7303N name & no.

PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST
Downtown SJ Law Firm has immediate opening for P-T receptionist
8am-12noon, M -F. Fluent in
Spanish &English.Sanecomputer.
phone and clerical experience.
Good interpersonal and organizational skills. Please apply in
person at 96 N. 3rd St. 500.
between 9am-4pm M-F.

TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for FIE DOE. P/T 18.75 hrs/wk. Nonrent. E.S.1., 5375+/mo. 10 min profit women’s health agency.
from State. Responsible. 223-7287. Assist network users, upgrading.
write programs, design database.
excellent written & communication
PART-TIME ALE CLERKS
skills. Excellent benefits. EOE.
FOR SAL
Downtown SJ Law Firm has 2
Send resume to EPA 1 W. CampCA
openings
for PT file clerks, 15
40,
Campbell.
Ste.
bell
Ave.
Frat/Sorority
for
STAND
HOT-DOG
hrs/wk. flexible, Computer &
for sale. Use for special events or 95008. FM 4043747385.
clerical
helpful.
Good ilerpersonal
Parties/fundraisers. $3,500.
and organizational skills. Please
$14.00 / HOUR
Call Scott 415-969-9833.
Weekends/Evenings
apply
in
person
at 96 N. 3rd St.
Sales
Canvassers and Telemarketers
500, Mein gam-4pm, M-F.
253-8818.
AUTOS FOR SALE

SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
college & grad students. Grades.
SAT scores & age not always a factor.
Recorded message gives details
408-629-4098. amnia-cement a 176,
GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS& GRANTS

Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualifies.

SPORTS/THRILLS

WORD PROCESSING
HAYWARD. FREMONT UNION CITY
WOrdprucessrg & ’yfrr&
Academic / Bus, work accepted!!
ReportsThesesMLA/Turaban
EXPERT In APA format (4th Ed)
WP 5-1/6-0- Laser Printer -FAA
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 ton.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510441-0504 or 510-489-9794.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
& only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area).
Term Papers. Thesis, Resumes,
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA, Turabian and MLA.
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSEI
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes. student papers.
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
A job %ell date- always. Call Jane at

Perfect Paper, 14081937-0373.

Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics

5 Bunch of cows
9 Ice pellets
13 Singer
Fitzgerald
14 Finished

oppty. Good benefits. mmed. Scholarship Resource Services.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. 408-261-8676.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
408E167-4515.
Billion in private sector grants &
Small
is now available. All
scholarships
DAYCARE TEACHERS.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods a services
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or rnerchandl se

World Schools is hiring teachers students are eligible regardless
for our school-age daycare pro- of grades. incane, or qaent’s rcome.
grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec, Let us help. Call Student Financial
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext
preferred. Most positions are F60411.

SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
52.000+ in salary & benefits.
Call Vertical Employment Group:
(206) 634-0469 ext. man.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the four.t,e ,i .through your accourting
effortlessly. Come away witt-

thorough grasp of ccurse materia

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dryers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATiON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

OPPORTUNITIES
FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
distributing wild grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
Is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly.
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
4082647871124 hour message).
NO FEARIII MULTI-MILLION
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time.
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview, call Nanda Holz at
4083587711.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES cau_ 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DOLIOMODEMIIMODECOODEIOODEEED
DOODOCIDEJOODOODOEIDEOME1 1E=
111OMEIODOOLIEJODOCIOEMOMEIE1ME1
FIEIDITOODEIED7OODOMEEDDEr7FEIn’
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Three
Days
Days
Day
$7
3 lines
$5
$8
4 lines
$6
S lines
$7
$9
$10
aline.
$8
$1 for each additional line

$9

$10
$11
$12

Name

Four
Days

FMB Amtoss
Days

$11
$12
$13
$14

$13
$14
$15
$115

71iry &Stare
Phone

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds

After the fifth day, rate inerneses by $1 per day. Sen Jose State University
San Jam CA 951924149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Op to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check
one classification:

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads

IN Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OURSTIONa? CALL (405) 9944277

V
r,,

__WanteJ
,_Err
;

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH2 09, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

’day Gone TO7n0.70W
-,’"41n!’ AvP *17

MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL!

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Sirs Companion

15 Exaggerated
17 Slant
18 Transparent
mineral
19 Stuck-up
people
20 Aid and -

21 Collapsed
Stars
23 Straight
25 Cornbread
26 Streets. in
Montreal
28 Flee
33 Strength
36 Place for an
earnng
39 General
Bradley
40 Ice hut
41
42
43
44

Singer Yoko
Nasal sound
Sightseeing tnp
Prom attendee

45 Feels sore
46 Ditch
48 - St Vincent

One hour appointments at $22.50
Call 3745150.

Eye Uner - Lips Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
408.379.3500

DAILY
CROSSWORD
ACROSS

and other services available.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!

A,.
Stop snay
. ..eezing
Le’ us perma2336 El Camino Real. Santa Clara. using che,
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4. nently remove your unwanted hair.
- Chin
Back Chest Lip261-4430.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional receive 15% discount. First appt.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting 1/2 price if made before June 1,
Letters, reports, essays, state 1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
merits articles. etc Fo -ore 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
info please call
Campbell .14081379.3500.
810401-9554. EmentnVISA/MASTERCARD FAX.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Speciakst Conficentia.
Your Own probe or disposable.
subject. Why ;atter aho get poor
grades when help is Just a cal’
335 S. Bayerood Ave. San Jose.
away? Haraar. P. D. (for- iysists
college re
.tori
researcr
ANNOUNCEMENTS
avail. Frier : .
ConvenieSTUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Dissertat
Only $57.00 per year
Samples & references avadaole.
Save 30% 60%
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
or your cent& needs.
Foreigners welcome! Cali today
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
for free phone consultation:
(415) 925-0505...ask for Daniel.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English Papers -theses

Masterson’s Word Processing.
FREE MONEY For Your Education! Cal Paul [(Virginia 408.251-0449.
Apply for your share in millions of
Great advancement and growth unclaimed private sector aid. Call

2- 5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M-F. Short
morning shifts are also available.
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
StJdent Discounts

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses. term papers, grout)
projects, resumes, letters.
minimicro cassette transcription.
etc. All formats. Experienced.
dependable. quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.

our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.

Don’t wad! Call now!
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing comp:reit to
api.vptrg students who wish to
the exhilaration experienced by excel in playing guitar or bass. All
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operaIed. any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
1510-634,7575.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124

VW JETTA ’88
One Owner. Sun roof. 5 speed
Must Seel 415v323-4077.
86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 106
miles. Good CD. 2 seater. Hlmt
incl. $1750 obo. VP 298-8888.

with it fat ulty of 1,000. lily (beam is that as
we enter the 21st century enrollment will
increase to 33,000.

50
53
57
62

Millay
Tiny amount
Large house
Capsize
Heart of the
matter
Film award
Above
Pd

63
64
65
66 Pace

67 Measure

of length
68 Muslim official
69 Bndge

70 Flip through
71 Enthralled

MONO 10121014 DOOM
IMMO IMMO DIA000
DUOM 00001A140MUCI
MOM= MOM 00014
IMMO LIMO
WOUMUOUNI DEMEINO
003 @MOM MUM
MOO MOM ORD
MUM MAGMA
MMIBIEMIA @MOD
MIRO ININC114
121011MNI DUE OBOORIM
121000MUMNISM 00011
MOM NOUN MOW
UOMMIA 000101 MIAMI
9-2795

C rash leseee: Feet,*

DOWN
1 Silver or gold

2 Excuse
3 Sportscaster
Mel 4 Alpine peak
5 Man in Taxa,
6 Harmful
7 Summarize
8 Dragon
9
10
11
12
16
22

constellation
Soothes
- Domini
Matinee figure?
Oil lob
Snaky curve

Type of ierk/
24 Coupe or
convertible
27 - gin

29 Locomotive’s
lender’

30 Nursemaid
31 Part of a
window
32 Units iq
33 Baser

Synoiceie

34 Whirlybird inventor Sikorsky
Stickum
Half v:
Fillet
Beach9t o
acquisitions
44 Quaker
pronoun
47 Fruitcake
35
37
38
42

ingredient
49 Make less
shallow
51 British
streetcars
52 Garret

54
55
56
57
58

Scent
Spnng bulb
Put forth

Toddler
Exploits
59 Mounties org
60 California win..
valley
61 "Whatevpr

MEM MINIM NNW_
UM= UMMII MOM
NM= UMME WM=
MO= MEMOMMINIMM
MUM UMMIll
MOM
MINIMMil
NW= &AMU NM=
MEM ME MOON
ME MUM MEM
WM=
did=
=MN MOM=
MIMMOMMEMM
MEM MOM Ms=
MOM NM= MOM
MO= NM= ME=
is
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Thousands of pets
ingest poison annually

Clipmaker’s lawyers find evidence

Zoos launch campaign to combat
animal deaths from anitfreeze

Price list found
in gunman’s bag

SC) did a conga: in January at an
Orange Counts ts &Me center.
Conyention.d tiolants contain
Newh.od’s beloved golden retries:er, Petev, drank from a puddle of ethylene ghcol, a poison that
antifreeze. Ten months and attacks the kidneys. The SIERRA
S18.000 worth of veterinary treat- brand, developed by Safe Brands
Corp. of Omaha. Neb., is made
ment later, Petev died.
Pete v is one of thousands of pets with propylene gls t 01, a safer
and wild animals that die each year chemical found in t tisinetics and
from ingesting antifreeze that has some over-the-counter medicines,
spilled front cars or has been said Robert Ramin, director of
dumped illegally, according to the development for the American
American Zoo and Aquarium Zoo Association.
The association eventually wants
Association, which announced
Tuesday a national campaign all its 168 member zoos to convert
including cars,
aimed at tackling the little-known their vehicles
trucks and buses used for guest
problem.
tours,
landscaping
by
the
Attracted
and transporting
of
taste
sweet
animals to the
antifreeze, animals
safer coolant. No
drink it from pudzoo animal has
dles on the ground
ever died from
after it has leaked
ingesting
from cars or been
antifreeze, Ramin
dumped illegally in
said.
streets, gutters and
SIERRA is availparking lots.
able to the public
"People
don’t
Joan Embery at auto parts stores
realize that animals
Goodwill ambassador for and retail chains,
can be affected by a
San Diego Zoo but it costs from
small ainount," said
$1 to 81.50 more
Joan Embery. goodthan conventional
will ambassador for
said
formulas,
the San Diego Zoo,
Robert Schlott.
president
I%
comp:
where the educational campaign
For Newhard, converting to the
was announced against an elesafer formula could save pet lovers
phant exhibit backdrop.
Fourteen zoos across the coun- from a lot of heartache.
"It would help others from
II\ will switch the type of antifreeze
they use in their vehicles from the going through the tragedy of
said
poisoning,"
conventional. toxic liquid to a new, antifreeze
safer formula. They will also work Newhard, who watched Petey sufto educate the public about the fer through dialysis treatment and
dangers of antifreeze through pro- blood transfusions until he made
the decision to let Petey go."
grams at their zoos.
In addition to the San Diego
About 700 children under the
age of six are exposed to antifreeze Zoo, participating zoos are: the
each year, according to the Baltimore Zoo, Cincinnati Zoo &
American Association of Poison Botanical Gardens, Cleveland
Control Centers, and veterinary Metroparks Zoo, Denver Zoo,
studies show the radiator coolant is Minnesota Zoo, Philadelphia Zoo,
Zoo
in
Washington
a leading cause of accidental ani- Metro
Portland, Ore., Roger Williams
mal poisonings.
A rare California condor in a Park Zoo in Providence, R.I.,
remote sanctuary in the Los Sacramento Zoological Society,
Padres National Forest died in Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, St.
1992 from ingesting antifreeze and Louis Zoo and Toledo Zoo.
SAN DIEGO (Al’) It was a
sear ago Labor Da% when Randy

if

People don’t
realize that animals
can be affected by a
small amount.

The document "ties the use of
(the manufacturer’s) product to
this incident," said Mark Polston,
a lawyer with the Center to
Prevent Ilandgun Violence.
The suit stems from a July
1993 incident in which Gian
Luigi Ferri, a disturbed man with
a grudge against lawyers, took
two semiautomatic pistols into a
downtown high-rise law office,
killed eight people and wounded
six before killing himself.
A suit by eight people who
were wounded or whose relatives
were killed seeks damages from
the manufacturers of the guns
and the ammunition clip as well
as the Nevada pawnshop where
Ferri allegedly bought the guns.
A trial is tentatively scheduled
next May.
San Francisco Superior Court
Judge lames Warren ruled this
April that the gun manufacturer,

SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) A
lawsuit against the manufacturer
of an ammunition clip used in a
shooting spree at a San Francisco
law firm has taken a step forward
because of evidence found by
the manufacturer’s lawyers.
The evidence was a price list,
found in the gunman’s gym hag,
that included a clip for the type
of gun used in the shootings, a
lawyer for the clip manufacturer
told a Superior Court judge.
The
discovery,
reported
Tuesday by the San Francisco
Daily Journal, was confirmed by
a gun control group that represents some of the victims who
filed the suit.
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tiling based on that tec()rd.
SAN I- KAM:1St:0
If the decision is to revoke the
middle-school teachei...,tild lose
their state credentials lot bringing licenses, the two can sue to get
in guest speakers who lectured stu- their credentials reinstated, said
dents in detail on how to have Nanette Rufo, coordinator of the
commission’s
Division
of
homosexual sex.
Tapped to talk about hate Professional Practices.
"It’s a system that ensures due
crimes against gays, the two speakers let questions front the 6th- process at every step along the
graders about gay parenthood lead way," she said.
to descriptions of oral and anal
The girl’s father, Bruce Budnick,
sex, students said.
filed a complaint in 1993, saying
"Somebody in the room said, he was not informed about what
’Do you feel like you should have would be discussed in class and
been a man?’ and she said,"
I that his rights as a parent had been
don’t want to be a
violated.
"They were basiman, I just use a
cally proselytizing
dildo,- said one
those kids, saying
female student, I
years old at the
how good it was to
toys,"
time.
use
sex
Budnick said.
"It was uncalled
for," said the girl.
Authorities
would not identify
whose complaint
’lie two teachers
state
prompted
I I I \ 1)1Ved.
action against the
"The
This had nothteachers.
ing to do with the
way they talked
about it it was
teachers’ character,"
very unprofessioiiFrancisco
Bruce Budnick San
spokesStudent’s father schools
woman
state
The
Gail
Commission on
Kaufman said.
"I’m not suggestTeacher
ii
incessarily good judgCredentialing informed Everett
Middle School this week that its ment, but I think it was an incident
committee on credentials recom- that has been certainly dealt with
mended revoking the two instruc- by the district," which has since
tors’ teaching authorization over issued guidelines on acceptable
topics for guest speakers, Kaufman
the 1992 classroom visit.
The teachers have 30 days from said.
"To have a credential revoked,
the time that notice of the action is
did not
mailed to accept the committee’s when the teachers
recommendation or to request a directly do anything is not at all a
said Judy
hearing before an administrative good precedent,’
Dellamonica, vice president of the
law judge
After hearing the case, the judge local teacher union.
Community United Against
would issue a proposed decision.
The full commission can accept Violence and the city’s public
that decision or reject it and hold health department sponsored the
a hearing of its own. It also can classroom visit by the gay man and
request a transcript of the hearing lesbian.
before the judge iind issue a new

id

They were
basically
proselytizing those
kids, saying how
good it was to use
sex toys.

ff

University of San Diego to rename
library after children’s author, Dr. Seuss
SAN HIE GO (AP)
Not in a
tar. Not in a tree. But an upsidedown library? That’s different, you
see.

The widow of Theodor Geisel,
also known as Dr. Seuss, donated a
reported $20 million to the main
library at the University of
California at San Diego.
The library will be renamed the
Geist! Library in honor of
Theodor and Audrey Geisel, it was
announced Monday.

The whimsical eight-story building had caught Geisel’s eye.
Opened in 1970, it resembles a
pyramid turned on its tip.
"The first time Ted saw the form
of that building, he said to me, ’III
had turned my thoughts toward
designing a building, it might have
looked strangely similar to this, Mrs. Geisel recalled.
Geisel wrote such children’s
classics as "Green Eggs and Ham"
and "The Cat in the Hat."
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Teachers could lose their
credentials over sex lecture
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said.
The judge praised Robinson
and his associate, William W.
Alexander, for coming forward
with evidence that could hurt
their case. The pair demonstrated the "standard of attorney conduct I expect," Warren said.
"We’re just doing our job,"
Robinson told the Daily Journal.
He said he still plans to argue
that the clip manufacturer
should be dismissed from the
case.
Polston, the Handgun Control
lawyer, said the finding could
resolve an important issue in the
suit: whether USA Magazines
told its customers, after the passage of the California assault
weapons law, that its clip could
be used with the TEC-DC9.
Warren is scheduled to decide
whether USA Magazines can be
sued after a hearing Dec. 6.
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Florida-based Navegar Inc.,
could be sued in the case.
Warren said the pistol Fern
used, the TEGDC9, was apparently one of those banned by
California’s assault weapons law.
He ruled that lawyers for the victims could try to prove that
Navegar should have foreseen
the gun’s use in a mass killing.
The judge has not yet ruled on
whether the clip manufacturer,
USA Magazines, could also be
sued, for negligence in allegedly
marketing the clip to owners of
the TEGDC’9.
Last
Thursday,
Ralph
Robinson, a lawyer for USA
Magazines, told Warren that
another lawyer in the firm had
found a previously undiscovered
price list in Ferris gym bag that
was stored in a police evidence
room. The list included a gun
clip for the TEC-DC9, Robinson
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There must be some way
to avoid doing the same thing
for the next forty years.
Life’s been pretty good so far.
You’ve kept movingtaken
all the right steps along the
way (for the most part). And now
you’re ready for the
biggest step.
You’ll be getting your degree
from a top school. You’re about
to find a great job.
The question is: which job?
And will it have the potential to
interest you for a whole career?
You’ve probably heard the
story of the job applicant who
said he was a shoe salesman
with fifteen years experience.
"No," corrected the recruiter
interviewing him, "you’ve
had six months experience
thirty times."
Isn’t there some way to keep
challenging yourself in new and
different areas?

Andersen Consulting offers
you the opportunity to work
on a variety of projects
with clients in a wide range
of industries.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business
advantage. Every hour of every
business day, we implement
a solution to help one of
our more than 5,000 clients
worldwide.
What makes that possible is
the quality of our people. And
the quality of our training. We’re
known for both.
Because business and technology are ever-changing,
we see training as a continuing
process. And our $123-million
Center for Professional Education in St. Charles, Illinois, is

0 1991 Andemen Cmsuiting. US Co SC

Andetsen Consulting

an equai opportunitv employer

just one measure of our
commitment. We train you for
a careernot just a job.
Does the idea of forty years
of knowing exactly what you’ll
be doing each week scare
you? Then don’t settle for that.
Demand challenge and variety.
Come talk to us. And find
out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
ART11111 ANDERS}

A. (O.

St

Where we go from her’

All Engineering, Business, MIS and Computer Science Majors
including May 1996 Graduates are invited to our

INFORMATION SESSION
Come meet with Andersen Consulting and learn first hand about our challenges and
rewards. You could soon be joining the ranks of recent grads who are now members of the
Andersen Consulting team:
Information Session
Wednesday, October 4th
12:30-2:00pm, Almaden Room
Student Union

...in preparation for Interviews on:
Thursday, November 2nd

Minimum 3.2 CPA required. Be sure to bring your resume and completed Andersen Consulting personal data sheet to the Informs
bon Session for preselection. Personal data sheets are available at Career Services. Find out more about us on the Internet:
http://www.ac.com.

